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Abstract: We consider hamiltonians of the type H = Ho+ A VcoE, where H,, is a fixed N x N matrix
and V,,,
represents a gaussian orthogonal ensemble. The change as a function of A of the average
level density and of the eigenvector correlations is studied, and related to the distribution of branch
points of H. It is shown that the GOE interaction completely dominates the spectral properties of
H when its spectrum covers the spectrum of H,.

1. Introduction
Random matrix ensembles have become a widely used tool in many branches of
theoretical physics. Among the various ensembles of particular relevance to nuclear
systems, the gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE) has proved very successful in
the description of salient features of nuclear spectra, and also in the statistical theory
of nuclear reactions ‘). The matrix elements of a GOE interaction are defined as
uncorrelated gaussian random variables with mean value zero and variance

(1.1)
In most applications of the GOE to date, it has been assumed that the energies of
the unperturbed many-body states can be taken as degenerate. The purpose of the
present work is to consider a more general family of hamiltonians
WA)=J&l+AVooE,

(I.3

obtained by supplementing the GOE with a fixed matrix H,,, which removes the
degeneracy. In practice, we will take the eigenvalues of Ho to be equally spaced,
although our analytical and numerical methods are applicable irrespective of the
special choice for I-&.
Our work has been motivated as follows. The global spectral properties of nuclei
(as expressed by the neutron strength function, the optical-model potential, the
spectroscopic factors of transfer reactions etc.) are found to display shell-model
characteristics, even at fairly high energies of several tens of MeV. The theoretical
models employ a decomposition of the hamiltonian into two parts, H = I-&+ V,
where Ho contains the kinetic energy as well as the mean field and defines the shell
structure underlying the spectrum of H, while the two-body interaction V leads to
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some mixing of shell-model states. Given this situation, it is natural to ask: Is there
a critical strength of V beyond which the shell structure of H becomes washed out,
and the spectrum of H completely dominated by V? Instead of attempting to
answer this question directly (which is technically quite difficult}, we simplify the
problem and replace V by V GOEas in eq. (1.2), thereby formulating a question
which we can solve, and the answer to which, as we hope, will cast some light on
the problem formulated above. We are fully aware, of course, that in several respects
a GOE hamiltonian is qualitatively different from a two-body random ensemble.
A second but related motivation derives from recent studies of chaotic motion
in classical systems “>.It is by now well understood that certain classical hamiltonians
yield totally irregular (“chaotic”) trajectories although the hamiltonian equations
of motion are fully deterministic. It was our purpose in the present paper to study
the onset and development of irregularity in nuclear spectra and in the associated
wave functions, in terms of the hamiltonian (1.2).
It should be stressed, here, that we do not attempt to answer any of the questions
concerning the origin of randomness in nuclear spectra. Rather, we take the GOE
as given, and study the competition between “order” as induced by Ho and the
“chaos” characteristic of situations where the random part of the interaction dominates. In the de~nition (1.2) we have introduced a dimensionless parameter h
measuring the relative strength of the GOE part of the hamiltonian. Variation of
this parameter makes it possible to investigate the influence of random interactions
on regular spectra. Of particular interest to us is the destruction of the correlations
between eigenvectors as the GOE interaction increases in strength. The evolution
of such correlations seems to have received little attention in the literature so far,
although they contain more detailed information about the nature of a quantummechanical system than does its spectrum.
The material of this paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2 an implicit equation
for the average resolvent is derived. Numerical solution of this equation by the
method of continued fractions yields the change in the average level density as a
function of h. In sect. 3 we study the decay of eigenvector correlations with increasing
GOE interaction strength. Particular emphasis is placed on the discussion of the
energy scales characterizing this transition. The branch points of the hamiltonian
H(h) are introduced in sect. 4, where we also describe a scheme for numerical
evaluation of their distribution. The results presented in sect. 5 lead us to statements
about the convergence of perturbation theory around the limits A = 0 and h = KL
We show that the bulk distribution of branch points is consistent with the rapid
decay of correlations found in sect. 3. A discussion of our results is given in sect. 6.
2. The stverage Green function
Most of the exact results that are known about spectral properties of the GOE
were obtained by integration of the joint probability density for the eigenvalues 3>.
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Clearly, this procedure has no generalization to the present case as the invariance
under orthogonal transformations of the ensemble is destroyed by the addition of
Ho. Mon and French “) have introduced a combinatorial method for studying the
ensemble-averaged level density and its fluctuations, by calculating the moments
and covariances of the hamiltonian to leading order in the dimensionality, N, of the
system. This method is in principle also applicable to the present case, but we prefer
to use a more direct approach based on evaluation of the average Green function
(or resolvent) 531)
G(z)=@H)-‘.

(2.1)

As the resolvent contains all relevant information about the eigenvalues and the
associated eigenspaces, knowledge of G will provide us with a powerful means to
investigate the average properties of the spectrum and the wave functions.
In order to evaluate G, we consider the (averaged) Born series+
G(z) =G,(z)+AG,(z)VG,(z)+A2Go(z)VGo(z)VG,(z)+~
with G,(z) corresponding

to the unperturbed

**

(2.2)

hamiltonian H,:

G,(z)=(z-Ho)-‘.

(2.3

The ensemble average of the various terms in the perturbation series can be
calculated by using the following two rules:
(i) Draw all contraction patterns in which the V,, are pairwise contracted.
(ii) Omit all those patterns for which two contraction lines intersect each other
(“no-crossing rule”).
Rule (i) is implied by the gaussian character of the random variables Vab,while the
second rule means that we retain only contributions to d of leading order in the
large parameter N. (The validity of this approximation has been checked in ref. “)
by the evaluation of l/N corrections.) The resulting series

C?= Go+ h2Go V%$G,+

h4Go VmG,

+A4G&-!-G,,+-

V%$G,

--

(2.4)

can be resummed to give a nonlinear implicit equation for G:
G=G~+A~G~vWG.

(2.5)

We next use the fact that the average Green function is diagonal in the eigenbasis
of Ho:
(2.6a)
(Ho)ab = &b&a,
(2.6b)
Gab(Z) = %,G,(z) .
’ For notational

simplicity,

we will suppress

the subscript

“GOE”

in V,,,.
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(The diagonal property of G is an immediate consequence of eq. (l.l).)
definitions
/L=A~V~,~N=A~V~N,

(C)EN-‘CG,,
a

With the
(2.7)

eq. (2.5) takes the form
--

G,= (Go), +p(G,),G,(G)

9

(2.8)

where we have dropped the term p( G0),(c)2/N
which is relatively of the order
l/N compared with the right-hand side of (2.8). For later use, it is convenient to
rewrite eq. (2.8) as

l

(2.9a)

m,=(z-&-p(Z)
l
).

(2.9b)

G,=

*-E,-p(G)’

These relations were first derived by Pastur ‘>.
A few general analytic properties of the average Green function G(z) are evident
from eq. (2.9). For p > 0 this equation is seen to admit no solution for c that
contains poles. In other words, an arbitrarily weak GOE interaction suffices to
transform the sequence of poles defining the analytical structure of G(z) for p = 0,
into a branch cut along the real axis. This feature results, of course, from taking an
ensemble average.
For the case of a pure GOE (Ho = 0), eq. (2.9) can be solved explicitly for G:
G,=(~)=(2~)-‘(*-J?ZJ.

(2.10)

Taking the discontinuity across the cut along the real axis between -2&and
+2&,
we reproduce the well-known semicircle law for the distribution of eigenvalues:
P(X) =

(2/m)-‘J ,

I

0,

1x1s 24;
I+

(2.11)

2Jji.

In the general case where Ho # 0, an efficient scheme for numerical computation
of (G) and K is obtained by iterating eq. (2.9):
(2.12)
Numerical evidence suggests that the continued fraction expansion (2.12) is rapidly
convergent everywhere in the complex z-plane, except on the branch cut along the
real axis (where it diverges).
We have performed numerical calculations based on eq. (2.12) in order to study
the transition, as a function of the interaction strength h (or p), from the discrete
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Fig. 1. Change in the average level density for increasing GOE interaction strength A. The values of A
for the 3 different curves are given by A =0.3, A = 0.5 and A = 1.6 in the normalization defined in the
text. The energy is measured in arbitrary units.

spectrum associated with Ho to the semicircular level density characteristic of the
GOE limit. While certain aspects of this transition are amenable to analytic treatment
(see below), we will find it helpful to be guided by the numerical analysis of the
problem. Results for N = 30 are shown in fig. 1. The unit on the x-axis is defined
by the normalization where a typical matrix element of the interaction, ZI,equals
the spacing, d, of the equidistant unperturbed levels’. The most striking feature of
our results is the extremely rapid rate of approach to the GOE regime. As is evident
from fig. 1, the individual levels overlap already for A = 0.3. Memory of the resonance
’ For reasons of convergence, (E) must be computed at a certain distance n from the real axis, which
introduces an additional smoothing of the level density. In practice, we attempted to minimize this effect
by choosing n as small as possible (typically we have n = 0.05 for the normalization defined in the text)
without a considerable increase in the number of iterations required to reach covergence.
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structure of the system is lost near A = 0.5, and for A = 1.6 the semicircular shape
of the GOE density has become manifest.
In order to study the change with N of this transition, we have also performed
numerical calculations for dimensions N = 100 and 200. The results of these calculations show that the resonance structure of the level density is indeed washed out
around A - 0.5, independently of the value of N. However, the point at which the
average level density becomes semicircular in shape moves to larger values of A as
N increases. Our results are consistent with a & dependence for the critical value.
Thus, we find that the average properties of the spectrum reach the GOE limit over
a scale A = Cfih,
where A0= d/u and C is a numerical constant (C - 0.25). [This
result can also be derived analytically, by using the explicit expression for the
moments of H given in ref. “).I Our finding will be confirmed in sect. 3, where we
consider the weakening of correlations between the eigenvectors. In sect. 3 we will
also give a simple physical interpretation of the above result.
There exists a simple analytic description of the spreading of the “resonances”
as seen in fig. 1, which we will make use of later. In order to derive this approximate
form, we argue that for a wide range of A-values it is permissible to replace the
term -p(G) in the denominator of eq. (2.9b) by a suitable average:
1
E-E,-X(E)-iT(E)’

G,(E-iv)=

(2.13)

where the smoothed self-energy X and width r depend only weakly on energy. Eq.
(2.13) implies that the spreading of the resonances is essentially of lorentzian form:
(2.14)
For a uniform and symmetric distribution of unperturbed energies, the smoothed
part of (G) can be obtained by solving the integral equation

=(Nd)-'

log

z+fN&p(G(z))

(2.15)

z-;Nd-p(G(z))’

As an example, we consider eq. (2.15) near the centre of the spectrum. Due to the
symmetry around the origin of the unperturbed level density, (G(z)) is purely
imaginary for z = 0. Defining
(G(O-in))=

iy,

(2.16)

we arrive at an implicit equation for y:
(2.17)
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In the limit &CC $Nd (or, equivalently,

A c fid/

II),

this equation can be solved:

7=&g,
r=y

Im(G(O-iq))=
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(2.18a)

E(l-&).

Eq. (2.18b) gives an accurate estimate of the width of the resonances as computed
from eq. (2.12) (see fig. la). The approximate solution of eq. (2.17) for very large
values of A (A > $&d/ u) will be discussed in the next section.
3. Decay of correlations

between

eigenvectors

The average properties of the spectrum and its fluctuations (mean level density,
level repulsion, long-range correlations etc.) have extensively been studied both
analytically and numerically, for the GOE as well as for more general ensembles ‘).
On the other hand, rather little seems to be known about the nature of the wave
functions for such systems. In the case of a pure GOE, one can use the invariance
under orthogonal transformations of the ensemble to show that, in the limit N + 00,
the projections of the eigenstates onto an arbitrary basis in Hilbert space are gaussian
distributed random variables with mean value zero and variance l/N.
As was said in the introduction, the present work does not address any of the
questions concerning the origin of randomness in nuclear spectra. Rather, we take
the model hamiltonian H = Ho + AV GOEas a starting point, and study the weakening
of correlations as the random part of the interaction increases in strength. Before
entering the technical details of our development, it is useful to make a few general
statements about the expected qualitative behaviour of the wave functions as a
function of A. For the purpose of this discussion, we imagine V to be a fixed matrix
drawn from the GOE and leave aside, for the moment, the question of ensemble
averaging.
As long as the value of A is sufficiently small for the methods of perturbation
theory to be applicable (in the construction of the eigenstates of the full hamiltonian
from those of H,), only minor changes in the structure of the wave functions are
expected to occur. As A increases, we eventually reach the convergence radius of
the perturbation expansion, which is defined by the position of the first branch point
of H(A)+. According to a celebrated theorem of Von Neumann and Wigner, no
branch points can occur for real values of A, provided that V is a generic perturbation.
On the real A-axis, the branch points are observable as “quasi-crossings” of two
eigenvalues of H(A). By further increasing the strength of V, we pass a large number
’ We define the “branch points” of H(h) as the (complex)
coincide. It can be shown *) that the corresponding
eigenvalues
an algebraic singularity at such points.

values of A for which two eigenvalues
and eigenprojections
have, in general,
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of such quasi-crossings and, as a result, the wave functions become more and more
mixed+. Finally, as the value of A exceeds the radius of the last branch point, we
enter a regime where we can use perturbation theory around the GOE hamiltonian
AV, with Ho as the perturbation.
In the following, we will investigate the A-dependence of the correlation functions
&,(A), defined as the overlap between the unperturbed ((a(0))) and perturbed
eigenvectors ((b(h))),
&(A)=

t(~(O)~~(A))~*=(~(O)~~tJA)~~(O)).

(3.1)

The projector Pr,(A) onto an eigenspace of H can be expressed in terms of the
Green function G(z) as
Pb = (27ri)_’

-&=

(25+)-l f G(z) dz,

(3.2)

where the integration contour encircles the pole at z =&.(A) but no other poles
of G.
All information about the average behaviour of the transition of the wave functions
to the GOE regime is contained in the “average correlation function”
(3.3)
Since the pole structure of the Green fuction G(z) disappears on ensemble averaging,
we require a slight generalization of relation (3.2). Distorting the integration contour
into two parallel lines just above and below the real axis and using G,(E + in) =
G,*(E-in),
we can write eq. (3.2) as

J

&,+d,/2

R,,(A) = P-’ Im

G,(A; E-iT)

dE.

(3.4)

&b-d,/2

Here, the “mean” &(A) of the eigenvalue Eb(A) is defined as the position of the
resonance peak in the imaginary part of Gb(E-in),
and the integration interval
d,(E) is chosen such that it contains one level, on average.
In order to simplify the evaluation of (3.4) in numerical applications, we use the
approximation

J

B,+d,/2

7Y1 Im

G,(A; E-iv)

dE--

d,(E)

Im G,(E, - iq)

T

Eb-dJ2

=

Im G&.-h)
N Im (G(Eb - iv)) *

(3.5)

Numerical results (for N= 30, as before) obtained from this relation are shown in
fig. 2. All calculated correlation functions &,(A) refer to states (a) in the centre
’ A detailed

discussion

of the distribution

of branch

points of H will be given in sects. 4 and 5.
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Fig. 2. Correlation functions R,,(h) for a state a in the centre of the spectrum and b = a, b = u f 1 and
b = a ++A! The solid curves are for an HO with equally spaced eigenvalues and the dashed curves for
an HO with shell structure (see text).

of the spectrum. Consider first the diagonal term R,,(A). (The same definition of
scale is used as in sect. 2.) At ho/d = 1.0, the correlation function has fallen off to
about 10% of its initial value and, with increasing GOE interaction strength, rapidly
attains the asymptotic limit l/A? The correlation function for two neighbouring
states Ra,,cl(A) is expected to rise initially with h (as the pe~urbation mixes Ia>
and Ia + I)), to reach a certain maximum value and then to decay to its asymptotic
limit in a way similar to R,,(h).
A quick glance at fig. 2 shows that this expectation
is confirmed by the numerical calculations. Finally, we have plotted the correlation
In this
function Qa+k (A) for two states separated a long way in energy (k =#).
case, we observe a monotonic increase from 0 to l/N
In order to investigate the sensitivity of these results to the dimension of the
hamiltonian matrix, calculations were also performed for N = 60, 100 and 200. We
found that, for smalf values of h (A d 2h,), the corresponding results are practically
indistinguishable by eye from fig. 2. In particular, mixing of about 10 levels (z0.1) is always established near A = d/v. This shows that the initial weakening of
correlations occurs over a scale h = h,= d/u inde~ndent
of the dimension N.
(However, the behaviour of Rab( A) for asymptotically large values of A does change
with N as will be seen later in this section.)
As a further test, we repeated the N = 30 calculation for Ho modified in such a
way as to simulate “shell effects”. The 30 unperturbed states were arranged into 5
clusters of 6 levels, with an inter-shell spacing 20 times larger than the distance
between two neighbouring states inside a “shell”. As we see from fig. 2, it is again
the mean density of un~rturbed states that determines the fall-off of the correlation
function, although the detailed form of Rab(h) differs somewhat from the previous
case. The steep initial decline reflects the rapid rate of mixing of almost degenerate
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states, while the slowing down near A - O.ZSd/ v is due to the large gap between
adjacent shells.
We wish to emphasize, at this point, that our numerical method based on evaluation of eq. (2.12) is completely general and can be applied to any form of Ho. The
particular forms of H0 considered in the present work were chosen because they
are of relevance to nuclear systems, while being sufficiently simple to give readily
interpretable results.
We can derive simple analytic expressions for the form of Rab(A), by using the
approximation for G,(E - in) given in the previous section. As an example, we
consider the diagonal correlation function R,,(h) for a state near the centre of the
distribution. Inserting eq. (2.14) into (3.4) and ~rforming the integration we get
R,,(A)=

2~~l arctan

$(

.
h1

(3.6)

We now verify that this formula has the correct behaviour for A = 0 and A = 03.
(i) Weak-coupling limit ( dA = d). For small values of A, the mean level spacing
C&becomes independent of the coupling strength and eq. (3.6) reduces to

R&)-+--p

4A2v2

(3.7)

where we have used (see eq. (2.18b))
(3.8)
For larger values of A where the quadratic approximation (3.7) is no longer valid,
we can still use eq. (3.6), with L&= d being independent of A and r, given by (3.8).
In particular, for Au/d = 1.0 we obtain R,, = 0.1, in agreement with the numerical
results.
(ii) GO,!? limit. For A +OO both the mean spacing dA and the width r, grow
linearly with A, as can be seen by expanding eq. (2.17) (valid in the central part of
the spectrum) around l/yy = 0:
dh = (Nyf~)-~

r,=/Ly=J;L.

=N-‘7&t

(3.9a)
(3.9b)

The ratio dJ.i’, thus tends to the constant value r/N so that we recover the GOE
limit R,,(h + a]) = l/N.
We have argued that the initial decay of correlations between the eigenvectors
occurs over a scale A0= d/v. A second scale characterizing the transition is defined
by the value of A for which the destruction of order by the residual GOE interaction
becomes complete. To find this scale, we must investigate in more detail the behaviour
of the correlation function Raa(A) for large A. A straightfo~ard
calculation starting
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from eq. (2.17) gives for the expansion of d,/(2r,)

&=-&
*

in inverse powers of A:

fi
1+~$+0(*-4)

.
>

(
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(3.10)

Eqs. (3.10) and (3.6) show that the rate of a preach of R,,(A) to the asymptotic
value l/N is determined by the scale A = C P NAo. The correction term in eq. (3.10)
becomes of order unity when A = ho&%. (The asymptotic behaviour of the correlation function is not visible in fig. 2. However, when plotting our numerical results
for large values of A, we were satisfied to find agreement with eq. (3.10).) The same
scale A = C&ho
with a somewhat different numerical factor C applies to the
transition of the average level density as explained in sect. 2. The physical meaning
of the factor fi can be understood by considering a GOE hamiltonian AVoon
without any degeneracy-breaking term Ho. Accor&ing to eq. (2.11)) the corresponding semicircular level density extends, for A =JNA,, from -2Nd to +2Nd. (d is
the mean spacing of the eigenvalues of H,,, as usual.) In other words, complete
mixing of the wave functions is obtained whenever the GOE interaction is strong
enough for its spectrum to enclose the spectrum of Ho. (Technically speaking, an
equivalent statement is that the norm of AVooE must be comparable to or greater
than the norm of Ho.) As demonstrated by the calculation for an unperturbed
spectrum with a pronounced “shell structure” (see fig. 2), eq. (3.10) is valid
irrespective of the detailed form of Ho. This indicates that the behaviour of the
correlation functions R,bo
for A BfiAo
represents, in fact, a universal feature
of GOE hamiltonians perturbed by the addition of a “regular” matrix Ho.

4. Distribution

of branch points

In this section we study the distribution of “branch points”, defined as the
(complex) values of A for which two eigenvalues of H(A) = &+ AV coincide. This
distribution is in an essential way related to the characteristic change in the level
density and the wave functions which was discussed in the preceding two sections.
The position of the innermost (outermost) branch point plays a particularly important role since it determines the convergence radius of the perturbation expansion
around Ho(V) for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In addition, the bulk part of
the density of branch points is expected to reflect the rate of approach to the GOE
regime, due to the interpretation of the branch points as quasi-crossings of two
eigenvalues as A varies along the real axis.
The branch points A = hi of H(A) are the solutions of
det (E-H(A))
&det

(E-H(A))=O.

= 0,

(4.la)
(4.lb)
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Eqs. (4.1) constitute a system of two polynomial equations of degree N in the
variables E and A. The degree in E can be reduced by forming appropriate linear
combinations of eqs. (4.1) and thereby producing a new, equivalent set of equations.
Successive application of such a reduction process eventually leads to a single
equation containing only A as a parameter:
g(h)=O.

(4.2)

The function g(A), hereafter referred to as the “discriminant” of H(A), is a
polynomial in A of degree N(N- 1).
Eq. (4.2) implies that calculation of the distribution of branch points of H(A)
amounts to finding the complex roots of its discriminant g(A). Let us consider the
contour integral
n(R) =(27$-l

g’(A) dA
f IAI=Rg(A)
’

(4.3)

evaluated along a circle CR of radius R in the complex A-plane (see fig. 3). According
to the residue theorem, the value of this integral equals the number of simple zeros
of g(A) inside the integration contour. We write eq. (4.3) as
n(R) = (29ri)-’

f

=(2~)-‘[arg

-&logg(A)

dA

(g(R - iv))-

arg (g(R +iv))] .

(4.4)

The integrated density of branch points can therefore be computed by analytically
continuing the phase of g(A) around a set of circles CR with varying radius R.
An explicit form for g(A) in terms of invariants of H(A) can be found directly,
without going through the elimination procedure suggested by eqs. (4.1). Let us
assume that we have solved eq. (4.la), i.e. we know all the eigenvalues E = Eb(A)
of H as a function of A. Consider then eq. (4.lb) at a particular eigenvalue Ek(A):

O=,Qk (Ei(A>-Ek(A))sg/c(A).

(4.5)

Fig. 3. Typical analytic continuation contour used for determining the distribution of branch points
of 2X The positions of a few branch points are indicated by crosses.
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For A to be a branch point (i.e. a solution of (4.1)), it is necessary and sufficient
that eq. (4.5) be satisfied at any one of the eigenvalues Ek(h) of H. The discriminant
g(A) is therefore given by
(4.6)

g(A)=rJa(A)=C~k(E,(A)-E~(A))Z.

It still remains to express g(A) in terms of invariants of H( A). This is easily achieved
by noting that the difference product of the eigenvalues can be written as a
determinant
/Er”-’

EfJ-2

...

El

1\

iFk(Ei-Ek)=det

(4.7)
Ef;J-’

E?$2

...

EN

1

Squaring the matrix on the right-hand side of eq. (4.7), and performing the matrix
multiplication column by column, we obtain
g(A)=NN

where we have introduced

det S,

(4.8a)

the moments aP of H,

o,(A)=N-’

;

E{(A)=(HP(A)).

(4.9)

k=l

Eq. (4.8) together with the analytic continuation process (4.4) forms the basis for
our numerical approach. In order to evaluate the determinant in eq. (4.8), we use
a complex generalization of the Householder algorithm. We chose this method for
its numerical stability, although it requires more operations than the standard Gauss
elimination process with pivoting. (Numerical stability is essential for those analytic
continuation contours that lead through regions with a very high density of branch
points.) By successive application of complex Householder transformations we bring
the matrix S in eq. (4.b) into triangular form

This transformation

leaves det S(A) invariant, thereby yielding the phase of g(A) as

arg(g(A))=

kEl
arg (dk(A>).

(4.11)
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In practice, we found that the decomposition (4.11) of arg (g(A)) enabled us to use
a relatively large analytic continuation step since the increment of the total phase
was, in general, distributed more or less equally over all elements d,(A). (However,
in the vicinity of a singularity of g(A) it is typically only an irtdividual phase that
jumps by r.)
We have investigated the distribution of branch points by two different numerical
methods, the results of which will be presented in the next section. The first
calculation consisted in drawing GOE matrices from a random number generator,
and using eq. (4.8) to compute the distribution of branch points for each matrix
H,+ AV separately. This procedure was repeated for a sufficiently large number
(> 50) of GOE matrices to obtain statistically significant and convergent results. In
a second and, in fact, considerably simpler approach, we first evaluated the ensemble
average of g(A), and then proceeded to generate the distribution of roots of this
“average” discriminant g(A). Clearly, the two operations of
(i) finding the zeros of g(A), and
(ii) performing the ensemble average
do not commute. The two calculations therefore lead to different distributions (see
next section).
We evaluate the average discriminant by taking the ensemble average of eq. (4.8)
and using the approximation

g(A) =NNdet=NN

det (2

1;; 71,

(4.12)

which expresses g(A) in terms of the ensemble-averaged moments a,(A) of H. The
terms neglected in eq. (4.12) correspond to (cross) contractions of two V'sbelonging
to different up and cr,,,, and our approximation is therefore correct to leading order
in N [ref. “)I. The ensemble-averaged moments appearing in eq. (4.12) can be
calculated using the closed expression derived in ref. “).
The evaluation of g(A) from eq. (4.12) further simplifies if the odd moments
a2,+1 vanish identically. Introducing N functions &(A) by
(4.13a)
L(A)
=-&(A),
a,,(A) =N-’

C Ek(A)2p

(p=O,l,...,

;N),

k

and using an argument similar to that leading to eq. (4.8), we can reduce (4.12) to
g(A) =NN’2d2(det

S)2,

(4.14)

where

A= fl &(A),
k-> 0

(4.15)
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Eq. (4.13b) implies that the roots of g(A) have an interpretation as the points of
algebraic singularity of the “average eigenvalues” &(A). (See also the footnote
prior to eq. (3.1).)
5. Numerical results for the distribution of branch points
As we have seen in the previous section, the integrated density of branch points,
n(R), can be computed by analytic continuation of the phase of the discriminant
g(A), which is expressible in terms of the moments u,(h) of I$,+ AV. In order to
obtain an “average” distribution of branch points, one can either use the ensembleaveraged moments a,(A) (see eqs. (4.14) and (4.16)), or perform the averaging
after evaluation of the branch points. These two procedures are not equivalent.
Their difference is best illustrated by considering the example of the ensemble for
N = 2, which can be solved analytically. The average discriminant g(A) is in this
case given by
g(A)=4(a,(A)-a:(A))=d2+8v2A2,

(5.1)

from which we obtain the two branch points A, as
A, = *iGA,

(ho =d/v)

.

(5.2)

For N = 2, we can also obtain in analytic form the branch points of a single matrix
drawn fom the GOE, and then evaluate the density p(R) = dn(R)/dR by averaging
over the ensemble. The resulting distribution is given by

p(R) dR =&exp

(5.3)

The centroid of this distribution lies at (R) =@&Ao,
thereby exceedin
the
absolute value of the two branch points given in eq. (5.2) by a factor of $ rr. On
the other hand, the maximum of (5.3) occurs for a smaller value, namely R,,, =
ah,,.
Th e 1arge difference between the maximum value and the centroid is due to
the long tail of the distribution (-Re3). These features of the distribution of branch
points for N = 2 will be seen to pertain to the general case.
Let us now turn to the (numerical) treatment of matrices with larger dimension.
We first consider the case where the ensemble average is‘performed after evaluation
of the branch points. As input for this calculation we require the 2N -2 lowest
moments u,(A) of the N-dimensional matrix H,+AV as a function of A. Since the
pth moment is a polynomial of degree p in A we can obtain its coefficients (denoted
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by alp’) by evaluating
of linear equations

wp,(h)

for p+ 1 different values hfk), and then solving the set

E A&l (‘I =

a,(‘hk,)

,

k=O,l,...,

j-1 0

p.

(5.4)

The points r\(k) were taken as the origin Ato)= 0 and the ph unit roots Atkj =
exp (27&/p). For this particular choice of points, the coefficients ajPf can be
obtained by analytic inversion Of the matrix & = Afk). calculation of the coefficients
is numerically stable at least up to N= 30. Nevertheless, due to limitations in
computing time, we had to restrict ourselves to matrices with dimension N=z 16.
(This is somewhat unfortunate because the results presented in sects. 2 and 3 were
obtained for N = 30.)
The result of averaging the distribution of branch points for N = 16 over a sample
of 65 matrices is given by the dashed histogram in fig. 4. The normalization is such
that A = 1 corresponds to d = 21.The bin size is equal to A = 0.5 in these units. Naive
extrapolation of eq. (5.2) might have led us to expect a set of branch points A, with
absolute value given by
~Aij~=~~~j-~~~/~,

(5.5)

where sj = jd +const are the eigenvalues of the unperturbed hamiltonian I-&,.Clearly,
our numerical result conflicts with this simple-minded expectation. The curve shows
a peak at IAI- 0.75, with the bulk of the branch points lying, roughly speaking,
between IA( - l/fi
and IAI- fi. This strong concentration of branch points reflects
the rapid decay of correlations between the eigenvectors in this regime of A-values.
Similar to the example of 2-dimensional matrices, the distribution has a long tail.
The occurrence of branch points for 4 G (A1d 10 prevents us from using perturbation

Fig. 4. Distribution of branch points of H for N = 16. The solid histogram is obtained by using the
average discriminant, whiie the dashed histogram corresponds to calculating the branch points before
taking the ensemble average. The bin sizes are A = 0.2 and A = 0.5 respectively.
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theory in this region to expand the eigenvalues and eigenvectors in inverse powers
of A. However, since the density of branch points has fallen off to a rather small
value, we expect the mixing of the wave functions to be almost complete, i.e. the
wave functions are very close to the GOE limit. This is consistent with the asymptotic
behaviour of the correlation functions Rab(A) as shown in fig. 2.
In the second calculation, the distribution of branch points was obtained from
the average discriminant g(A). The evaluation of the ensemble-averaged moments
u,(h), which enter into the expression (4.16) for g(A), can be performed analytically
as shown in ref. 6). Corrections of first order in l/N were included in the calculation
of these moments. Assuming that higher-order corrections to 0, do not grow too
fast as a function of p (the l/N corrections behave as -p for A = 1 and as -p3’2
for A + co), we can neglect such corrections because we require as input only the
moments up to order 2N - 2. This is also consistent with the omission of correlations
between the moments, which are relatively of the order 1/N2, in the expression
(4.14) for the average discriminant. The result for N= 16 is given by the solid
histogram in fig. 4. (For reasons for simplicity, we consider only the branch points
defined by det (s) = 0, and omit those arising from Ek(h>= E_k(A) = 0.) The complete absence of large branch points is surprising. The curve has a sharp peak at
IAI- 1.3, with no branch points larger than IAI= 2.0, while the smallest branch points
occur for IAI - 0.1. For N = 30 we find the largest branch points around IAI = 3.5.
We do not show these results because they are somewhat inconclusive due to
numerical instabilities. (Note that we are attempting to determine the roots of a
polynomial of degree 840!). In any case, the position of the smallest and largest
branch points seems to be consistent with the concentration of the bulk of the
distribution between (A)- l/fi
and IA( - fi found for the dashed curve (N = 16).
The much stronger “contraction” of branch points (absence of the low-density tail)
seen in the second calculation is due to the order of averaging and not to the
omission of l/N2 corrections. This follows from a calculation with the moments
obtained from (exact) numerical averaging. Because of the large fluctuations of the
moments of a single matrix (a factor of 10 for the 30th moment), it was not possible
to obtain numerical convergence for the corresponding distribution. However, in
each case of averaging over a sample of 1000 matrices the largest branch point did
not exceed the value IAl= 3. Also, omission of the l/N corrections in the above
calculation does not significantly alter the distribution, thereby supporting the
conclusion that corrections of higher order in l/N are not important.
As the position of the smallest (largest) branch point determines the convergence
radius of the perturbation series in A (l/A) for the eigenvalues and eigenprojections,
we can estimate this radius and compare with the standard results of perturbation
theory. According to a theorem of Kato ‘), the perturbation series converges if the
norm of the perturbation AV is smaller than half the (minimal) distance between
two neighbouring eigenvalues of the unperturbed matrix Ho. The norm of V is given
by its largest eigenvalue -2vfi,
and we thus find the following lower limit for the
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location of branch points:
IA( 3 Amin=+ho/Jk

.

(5.6)

An upper limit is obtained by interchanging the role of H,, and AV, and taking H,,
as the perturbing operator. The average separation of two eigenvalues of hV can
be estimated as 4vA/fi
(note that the eigenvalues are subject to Wigner repulsion),
and the norm of Ho is given by ((Ho/J=$Vd. Application of the theorem of Kato
yields the upper limit’
(AlSA,,,=$VfiA,.

(5.7)

The two distributions shown in fig. 4 satisfy the inequalities (5.6) and (5.7).
In the light of the estimates (5.6) and (5.7), the results displayed in fig. 4 are
worthy of further comment. A remarkable feature emerging from our calculation
is the strong non-uniformity of the distribution of branch points between the lower
and upper limits. From a naive argument invoking only the (effective) interaction
between neighbouring unperturbed levels, one would expect a bunch of about
2(N - 1) branch points somewhere near Aminand A,,,. For N = 16 this would amount
to 30 branch points at either end of the distribution. There are 30 branch points,
on average, outside a circle of radius IAl= 3.0 -&A,,,, but only 5 of them with an
absolute value greater than IAI= 8.0 = ;A,,,,, (see the dashed curve). Similarly, for
small values of A we need to go as far as [Al= 6A,i, in order to pass 30 branch
points. We may therefore say that the branch points are “contracted” towards the
centre of the distribution. This contraction is certainly a rather interesting and
peculiar phenomenon revealed by the present study. It must have its origin in the
modification of the coupling between two neighbouring unperturbed levels due to
the presence of interactions with other states. Unfortunately, we could not find any
simple physical explanation for the mechanism leading to this contraction.
6. Discussion
Various properties of nuclear spectra can be described by an ensemble of random
matrices. However, as is seen from the presence of shell structure in nuclei, realistic
nuclear hamiltonians contain a large regular part. In this work, we have included
such a part by adding a diagonal matrix Ho to the ensemble of matrices AV,,, and
considered the spectral properties as a function of the strength A of the random
part. The diagonal matrix Ho was taken to be equally spaced with the distance
between nearest neighbours equal to a typical matrix element z, of V,,,. We have
studied the spectrum, the eigenvector correlations and the complex values of A for
which two eigenvalues coincide (“branch points”).
+ This is not a rigorous upper limit since the level repulsion
small spacings, although it makes them very improbable.

does not exclude

the possibility

of finding
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The spectrum and the eigenvector correlations could be computed very efficiently
by using a continued fraction expansion for the Green function of our hamiltonian.
In agreement with the numerical results, it was shown that for not too large values
of A the spectrum can be described by a superposition of lorentzians located around
the diagonal matrix elements of Ho. We observed that the spectrum changed very
rapidly with increasing GOE interaction strength. Convergence to the GOE limit
was attained over a scale A = Cfid/v+.
For the eigenvector correlations, which were obtained by complex contour integration of the Green function, it took somewhat larger values of A to approach the
GOE limit, although the scale was again essentially determined by the factor 4s.
The critical value of A appeared to be independent of the detailed form of H,, as
was shown by introducing a “shell structure” in Ho.
As the transition from the Ho regime to the GOE regime is closely related to
the distribution of quasi-crossings for real values of A,we investigated the distribution
of branch points in the complex A-plane. We were able to express the branch points
as the roots of a polynomial (the “discriminant”) with coefficients determined
essentially by the moments of Ho + AV. Two cases were considered. In the first case
we evaluated numerically the moments of a fixed random matrix and calculated its
branch points. The distribution of branch points was then obtained by averaging
over a large number of random matrices. In the second case we used the ensembleaveraged moments (these are available in analytic form), and calculated the branch
points afterwards. In both cases, the distribution of branch points was strongly
peaked at IAl- 1, with the bulk of the branch points between (A - l/fi
and
IAI- fi
(for N = 16). In the second case, branch points with IAI B J-N were completely absent. We ascribe this to the order of ensemble averaging and calculating
the branch points. Unfortunately, due to numerical limitations we were unable to
calculate statistically significant distributions for iV3 16. The suggested lower and
upper bounds for the location of branch points are therefore by no means well
established, and should be taken as tentative.
In conclusion, we have seen that AVGoE completely determines the properties of
our hamiltonian whenever the spectrum of AV GOE completely covers the spectrum
of HO. The influence of AV,,, on spectral properties of H is very noticeable already
for much smaller values of A - 1.
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